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Google Search on August 12, 2019
389,000,000 results for “Leadership Articles”
225,000,000 results for “Leadership Workshops”
1,360,000,000 results for “Leadership Courses”
“Leadership is a process whereby an individual influences
a group of individuals to achieve a common goal.”
- Peter Norhouse
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Every manager is well aware of
the impact of increasing
motivation, initiative,
synchronization, willingness to
collaborate and communication
among his people.

Why talk about
LEADERSHIP
at a TOC
conference?

All those “soft” issues are
actually the hardest, most
important ingredients that
determine the capabilities of
the company.
Dr Eli Goldratt
June 8, 2009
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Your Job as a Leader

Is to set the conditions for your organization to deliver breakthrough
results
BUILDING ON SUCCESS
2019

Motivation

Leaders
operate in this
space
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3 roles of a leader

Break
inertia

Create
alignment

Motivate the
organization
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C5 Maintenance Needed to Change
•
•
•
•

Total Inventory 110 aircraft, 7-year MRO cycle
MRO flowdays promised 260, but delivering in 340
WIP increasing to 14 (13% of total fleet)
Increased customer demand signal

Break Inertia
“Nothing happens until
something moves.”
-Albert Einstein

Inertia in Need of Breaking
Complex overhaul
process embedded in
a larger organization

BLOCKING BELIEF
Organization was unable
to believe there is a
better way

Countless resource
conflicts (people, parts,
shared resources)

WIP too high, excessive
flowdays, and poor
quality product

Focus on local optima in the
absence of accountability
for final product

When the Vikings landed, the very first thing they did
was they burned their boats. They burned their boats
because they were committed to win
A physical change is a
verifiable change that does
not require any change in
beliefs or assumptions to
work because it can be
implemented without
widespread behavior change

Finding a physical change that
breaks the vicious cycle is key
to changing the culture
Physical change is not the
end point of the change. It is
the first step that helps all
following changes

Inertia in Need of Breaking
New business
system “growing
pains”

PR backlog and
customer backorders
increasing

BLOCKING BELIEF
Organization was
unable to believe there
is a better way

Nothing happens until something
moves!

Buyers
- New job roles
• Acknowledge problem
in unthreatening
overloaded
and
- Over-generating workload
way.
multi-tasking
- New metrics too
complicated
• Set goal that cannot be achieved with

Leaders
focusing on
“metric of the
day”
Break Inertia
by bringing your team to
believe there is a better way

current methods.

Cycle times extend
PR awards
• and
Aggressive
but possible target.
based on “metric
• Make
it safe to do something different.
pressure”

• Make it impossible not to.
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Not finance. Not strategy. Not technology. It is teamwork that
remains the ultimate competitive advantage, both because it
is so powerful and so rare.
-Patrick Lencioni

Create Alignment
Is your workforce on board?
How do you get functional communities on board with change?
How do you develop a peer network of collaborators?

Alignment in Need of Creating
Many stakeholders
affected by
Performance
Deficit
WIP too high,
excessive flowdays,
and poor quality
product

- Corporate concerns
- Customer concerns
- Union concerns
- Peers

Conflicting priorities and
independent actions
Defensive behavior to
protect own interests

BLOCKING BELIEF
Organization feels they
will never be allowed to
change

Multiple
stakeholders with
ability to say “no”
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Alignment in Need of Creating
Many stakeholders
affected by
Performance
Deficit

BLOCKING BELIEF
Organization feels they
will never be allowed to
change

Focus on creating harmony in the organization
WIP too high,
excessive flowdays,
and poor quality
product

Remove conflicts
Multiple& right actions
-• Corporate
concerns between measures
- Customer concerns
stakeholders
with
• Create separate agreements with
each stakeholder.
- Union concerns
ability to say “no”
- Peers
• Buy-in
from your direct boss is essential.
• Invest time in creating partners

• Open communication to create trust
Conflicting priorities and
• Address major
conflicts that you cannot ignore
independent
actions
Create Alignment
Defensive behavior to
with win/win solutions & measures, • Compromise weakens your solution – focus on WIN/WIN
protect own interests
leverage and independent action
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We Created Alignment
What we implemented
• Reduced task times + Shared time buffer
drove collaboration with suppliers and
becomes a source of teamwork

Buffer

Physical
Change

Physical
Change

• Strict adherence to critical path tasks
• Prioritized “focus and finish” rather than
“some progress on everything” – some
aircraft disassembled and left alone for
30 days!
• Adjust WIP to most loaded resource

Our Results at 12 months
WIP: 40% reduction

Turnaround Time: Reduced to 160, $40b of
assets returned to customer

Quality: 75% reduction in pilot-reported
defects

Capacity: Created capacity for 65% increase
in workload

Cost: $400M of facility construction avoided

2006 Franz Edelman Award for Achievement
in OR and the Management Sciences
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One, people are good.
Two, every conflict can be removed.
Three, every situation no matter how complex it
initially looks, is exceedingly simple.
Four, every situation can be substantially
improved; even the sky is not the limit.
Five, every person can reach a full life.
Six, there is always a win-win solution.
- Eliyahu M. Goldratt

How do you create a nonthreatening change where
employees will want to
deliver breakthrough results?

Motivate

Team in Need of Motivation
To sustain performance

- Focus on metrics and
controlling employees
- Pressure on employees

WIP too high,
excessive flowdays,
and poor quality
product
- Problems
accumulate
- Isolation of work
units
- Personal Resiliency
and Wellness ebbs

BLOCKING BELIEF
Employees feel they
are not valued and
treated as a commodity

Employees have no
opportunity to drive
change

Employees not
connected to
organization and
put in minimum
effort
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Team in Need of Motivation
Focus on metrics and
controlling employees
Pressure on employees

WIP too high,
excessive flowdays,
and poor quality
product
- Problems
accumulate
- Isolation of work
units Motivate the
- Personal
Resiliency
Organization
and Wellness
ebbs
by serving
them

BLOCKING BELIEF
Employees feel they
are not valued and
treated as a commodity

Attack the “trust deficit” AND develop
empathy
Employees have no
• Visible means of signaling
empathy
opportunity
to drive
• Personal wellness;
Ombudsman program;
change
Workplace climate; Suicide prevention &
sexual harassment

• Servant Leadership
Employees
• Walk not
the talk
connected
to – core team of “believers”
• Delegate
organization
and –put
• Empower
reward change related
in minimum
effort
performance
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Your Job as a Leader

Is to set the conditions for your organization to deliver breakthrough
results
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Eliminate Blocking Beliefs
Organization is unable to
believe there is a better way
Break Inertia
Bring your team to believe
there is a better way
Create a safe environment
Aggressive but possible goal
Physical change

Organization feels they will
never be allowed to change
Create Alignment
With win/win solutions & measures,
leverage and independent action
Buy-in from boss
Address major conflicts
Open comms and create partners

Employees feel they are not
valued and treated as a
commodity
Motivate the
Organization
By serving them
Develop empathy
Signal empathy
Servant Leadership
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Thank You!
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